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Abstract. High-tech Virtual Enterprise (HTVE) is a complicated open 
tremendous system. It should deal with collaborative manufacture between 
independent entities with different functions in cooperated enterprises and 
effective integration of existing information system, business process and 
commerce rules. This paper combines the characteristics of separated topology 
organization structure in HTVE to establish its information management model 
and operational mechanism applying the Distributed Artificial Intelligence 
approach. Then the Integrated Information Management Systems for Virtual 
Business in High-tech Enterprise under internet environment is constructed 
from the aspects of system arrangement, network module and function design. 
Therefore, the reconfigurable, reusable, scalable and dynamic mutual network-
based cooperative commerce chains are realized. 
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l. INTRODUCTION  

At present, many countries are exploring and attempting novel growing patterns of 
high-tech enterprises [1]. Analyzing from the development status and strategic 
guidance, establishing virtual enterprise should be an effective way to make up 
deficiency and bring up persistent core competitive ability [2]. High-tech Virtual 
Enterprise (HTVE) takes the core ability or the superiority ability of high-tech 
enterprises as support, uses the information technology to obtain the functions that the 
organization’s own resources are not provided with. In addition, it realizes function 
mutation to meet the dynamic requirements through resource reorganization, function 
combination, parallel cooperation, and non-property right cooperates with selected 
correlative enterprises. The new characteristics of HTVE make it difficult to research 
with traditional management theories and methodologies. 

HTVE operation manner requires effective support of integrated information 
management methods and system platforms. HTVE is a complicated open tremendous 
system. It should base on entire targets of alliances to deal with distributed and 
parallel collaborative manufacture among independent entities, as well as effective 
integration of existing information system, business process and commerce rules. 
However, existing enterprises have adopted themselves two kinds of integrated 
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information management styles: information transmission mode and information 
centre mode. Neither of these two ways is able to solve the questions of information 
coordination and information security in HTVE. Distributed Artificial Intelligence 
(DAI) origins from the late 1970s [3], which is capable of overcoming limitations of 
resource, space-time distribution and functions existing in single intelligence system, 
with the advantages of parallel, distribution, openness and fault-tolerance, etc. DAI 
could meet various demands for processing information in HTVE very well. 

Hence, how to reform the integrated information management mode which can 
guarantee the independence of partners and realize resource sharing in HTVE, and 
how to comprehensively apply existing information systems of the enterprises and 
HTVE information management platform, have become key problems restraining 
HTVE from being successful in management. 

2. HTVE ORGANIZATION AND BEHAVIOR MODEL   

In the distributed system, the organized units have intelligence and autonomy, and 
are equal in cooperation with each other. The principal and subordinate (sup-sub) 
between the units of traditional organizations have not been applied. The topological 
structure solves physically or logically interconnected relationship among units. 
HTVE is formed by numerous units, divided into core unit organization and non-core 
unit organization, such as hegemonic enterprises and partnership enterprises. There 
into, Hegemonic enterprises include original enterprises (VOT) and intimate 
enterprises (VIT) i.e. ^ `mVITVITVITVIT ,,, 21 " . VOT and VIT set up the 
integrative Management Centre in HTVE ^ `� �),,2,1( miVOT,VITVIMC i "   
together, which is responsible for the management, coordination, control, lead and get 
in touch to the outside of the whole HTVE. In addition, VOT and VIT take on the 
conductors (VCR) of the virtual project team (VTM) respectively. Different VCR 
chooses unit (VU) in VTM, the project is decomposed to several sub 
tasks ^ `1321 ,,,,, � mm VATVATVATVATVATVAT " , which distribute to 
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After finishing sub tasks, VTM would disaggregate, so VCR turns to regression state. 
It is especially important to establish interior and exterior HTVE information 

behavior model for constructing the integrated information management system 
(IMS) and exploring the distributional artificial intelligence technology (such as 
Figure 1). Correspondingly, HTVE information behavior model includes conceptual 
model, process model and coordinated model. (1)The conceptual models are 
composed of VCR model and VU model. (2)The process model is the information 
modeling among VTMs in HTVE. (3)The coordinated models deal with synthesis 
management of VTMs to form coordinated and harmonious decision-making process. 
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Figure 1.  Relations of HTVE Information Behavior Model 

3. INTEGRATED IMS OF HTVE  
The design standards of the system structure meet the characteristic of DAI and 

have very high flexibility [3]. Construction of design should proceed from three 
different angles corresponding to HTVE information behavior mode, first, enterprise's 
information management system inside VTM, second, enterprise's information 
management system between VTM, and third, enterprise's information management 
system between VIMC and VTM. 

 
3.1 Entire Architecture and Network Modules of HTVE Integrated IMS 

The paper bases on information technologies and relevant standards of Internet, 
Web Service, distributed Work Flow etc. It proposes four-layer integration-
information-management-system-framework (Figure 2), including operation control 
layer, decision support layer, user problem dealing layer, and technology support 
layer. The Four layers structure of the system is suitable for the information 
management system of VOT and VIT, within VTM (between VCR and many VUs) 
and between VTM.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2.  Four Layers Structure of HTVE Integrated Information Management System 

In order to support the operation of HTVE distributed information management, 
each member enterprise acts as one node in network, possessing inside information 
system and coordination system and DSS between enterprises. Divide each node into 
five pieces of module (Figure 3). Internal module (IM) represents an independent 
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autonomy member, including the information management system and production 
control system of VIT, VOT and VU, administering intact information structure, all 
internal decision-making processes and enterprise activity inside member's 
enterprises. IM forms the information process layer. Distributed Information 
Management Module (DIMM) symbolizes the module that manages information 
among different organizations and with VOT and VIT, and within VTM, and between 
VTM. CM and DIMM form information coordination layer, and is mainly controlled 
by VIMC. Decision Module (DM) deals with non-structural problems among the 
enterprises of the members, DM forms the decision support layer. Communication 
Infrastructure (CI) supports mutual agreements between HTVE nodes. In 
correspondence with inside and outside organizations, it divides into Internal 
Communication Protocol (ICP) and External Communication Protocol (ECP). CI 
forms the technology support layer. 

Figure 3. Information Network Module Structure in HTVE 

Operation control layer is composed of information process layer and information 
coordination layer. The information process layer is mainly about the analysis and 
design of IM. IM is divided two parts. The former is to carry out reasonable plans and 
distributions to organizations, resources, information database of VOT, VIT, and VU. 
The later completes the tasks and orders from former, controls the implementations of 
tasks in real-time, while feedback to program and resource collocation system takes 
prompt action. Information coordination layer concerns itself mainly of analyses and 
design of DIMM and CM. DIMM. It exchanges information process through ICP with 
IM, and its partial outputs for CM, DM and other DIMM to use. With the support of 
workflow management system, CM transmits workflow data, which deal with work 
processing engine from distributed process management information of IM to 
integrated process management system of CM, finally finishes supporting process-
running status by enterprise task lists shown. The agreement management system 
guarantees the normal operation of HTVE integrated information management 
system, and supervises and controls its course. Decision support system depicts the 
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design of DM. Spacial and systematical distribution determines that the decision 
support system is GDSS.Technology support layer is formed by supporting milieu, 
system service, exploitation environment and the tools [4]. Based on the differences 
between cooperating relationship and the consanguineous grades of member 
enterprises, it offers mail service and ORB [5] which is systematic encapsulating tool.  

3.2 Function Design in HTVE Integrated IMS 

According to the characteristics of HTVE whole architecture and network modules 
constructed by the integrated information management system in hegemony 
enterprises and partner enterprises, the paper describes functions of three different 
entities as VU, VCR and VIMC (Figure 4). HTVE public information centre as 
workspace needs to truss up the large mainstream quantities of application software 
platforms, and also support various basic platforms and application server for VU, 
VCR and VIMC. 

 
Figure 4. Function Design Frame of VU, VCR and VIMC 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

HTVE Integrated information management system applies DAI method, expanded 
by high-tech enterprise existing systems, which guarantees the independence of 
member enterprises and keeps the relevance of the entrepreneurial alliances. The core 
technology of member enterprises is mostly left in IM, the users inside the enterprise 
can only visit its information, and other enterprises can only visit the information in 
DIMM and CM. Accordingly, the reconfigurable, reusable, scalable and dynamic 
mutual network-based cooperative commerce chains are realized. However, on 
account of dynamic and complex organization in HTVE, we need to explore and 
research more, i.e. negotiation mechanism of and members’ credit in HTVE etc. 
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